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9 Abstract

10 The question of efficient characterization of inclusion neighbourhood is crucial in some

11 methods for learning (equivalence classes of) Bayesian networks. In this paper, neighbouring

12 equivalence classes of a given equivalence class of Bayesian networks are characterized effi-

13 ciently in terms of the respective essential graph. One can distinguish two kinds of inclusion

14 neighbours: upper and lower ones. This paper reveals the hidded internal structure of both

15 parts of the inclusion neighbourhood.

16 It is shown here that each inclusion neighbour is uniquely described by a pair ([a,b],C)

17 where [a,b] is an unordered pair of distinct nodes and C � Nn{a,b} is a disjoint set of nodes

18 in the essential graph. Upper neighbours correspond to edges in the essential graph, while

19 lower neighbours correspond to pairs of nodes that are not edges in the essential graph. Given

20 a pair [a,b] of distinct nodes in the essential graph, the class of those sets C that ([a,b],C)

21 encodes an inclusion neighbour is characterized. The class has a special form; it is uniquely

22 determined by certain distinguished sets. These distinguished sets of the class can be read

23 directly from the essential graph.
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28 1. Motivation

29 1.1. Learning Bayesian networks

30 Some of the approaches to learning Bayesian networks use the method of maxi-

31 mization of a quality criterion, named also ‘‘quality measure’’ [3] or ‘‘score metric’’

32 [4]. A quality criterion is a function, designed by a statistician, which ascribes a real

33 number to data and a network. This number evaluates how the statistical model

34 determined by the network is suitable to explain the occurrence of data. Since the

35 actual aim of a learning procedure is to get a statistical model (defined by a network)
36 reasonable quality criteria do not distinguish between equivalent Bayesian networks,

37 that is, between networks which define the same statistical model. Therefore, from an

38 operational point of view, the goal is to learn an equivalence class of Bayesian net-

39 works, that is, a class of acyclic directed graphs. Note for explanation that in this

40 paper the attention is restricted to conditional independence interpretation of acyclic

41 directed graphs. This interpretation differs from causal interpretation of these graphs

42 [14] in which case the equivalence relationship does not make sense.

43 As direct maximization of a quality criterion is typically infeasible the method of

44 local search is often used. The main idea of this approach is that a suitable concept of

45 neighbourhood is introduced for acyclic directed graphs over a fixed set of nodes N.

46 The point is that the change in the value of a (reasonable) quality criterion is easy to

47 compute for neighbouring graphs. Thus, instead of global maximization of a quality

48 criterion one searches for a local maximum of the criterion with respect to the con-

49 sidered neighbourhood structure and this task is usually computationally feasible.

50 Typical neighbourhood structures used in practice are defined by means of simple

51 graphical operations with considered graphs—for details see [5,8].
52 Algorithms of this kind can also be classified according to the way to represent

53 equivalence classes of networks. In some algorithms, an equivalence class is repre-

54 sented by any of its members which may, however, result in computational ineffi-

55 ciency. This is because some of the equivalence classes can be quite big and

56 algorithms can stick in them. In other algorithms, a special representative of each

57 equivalence class is used. The most popular representative of an equivalence class

58 of Bayesian networks is the essential graph which is a certain chain graph describing

59 some common features of acyclic directed graphs from the class. The term ‘‘essential
60 graph’’ was proposed by Andersson et al. [1]; alternative names ‘‘completed pattern’’

61 [21], ‘‘maximally oriented graph for a pattern’’ [10] and ‘‘completed pdag’’ [5] also

62 appeared in the literature.
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63 1.2. Inclusion neighbourhood

64 There exists a neighbourhood structure (for equivalence classes of Bayesian net-

65 works) which has a good theoretical basis. The inverse inclusion of statistical models

66 defined by the networks, which corresponds to the inclusion of conditional inde-

67 pendence structures induced by the networks, defines a natural inclusion ordering

68 on the collection of equivalence classes. This ordering induces a neighbourhood con-
69 cept then. More specifically, two different types of neighbouring equivalence classes

70 are assigned to every equivalence class of networks: the upper neighbours and lower

71 neighbours. Thus, the inclusion neighbourhood, sometimes also named ‘‘inclusion

72 boundary neighbourhood’’ [8,2], consists of these two parts. There are also some

73 practical reasons for using the inclusion neighbourhood—for details see [4]. Note

74 that Chickering [5] has recently confirmed Meek�s conjecture [11] about a transfor-

75 mational graphical characterization of the inclusion ordering. A consequence of this

76 result is a graphical description of the inclusion neighbourhood in terms of the col-
77 lection of graphs in the considered equivalence class (see Section 2.4).

78 The topic of this paper is to characterize the inclusion neighbourhood of a given

79 equivalence class of Bayesian networks in terms of the respective essential graph in

80 such a way that it can be used efficiently in a method of local search for maximiza-

81 tion of a quality criterion. Two recent papers were devoted to this problem, but, in

82 the author�s view, none of them brought a satisfactory solution to the problem.

83 Chickering, in Section 5 of [5], gave a method which is able to generate tentatively

84 all neighbouring equivalence classes (of a given equivalence class described by the
85 respective essential graph). More specifically, two composite graphical operations

86 applicable to an essential graph and respective legality tests were proposed there.

87 A legality test is able to decide whether the corresponding graphical operation leads

88 to a real neighbouring equivalence class. One of the operations and the respective

89 legality test are aimed to obtain upper neighbours; the other operation and the other

90 test are designed to generate lower neighbours. Although the graphical description of

91 the inclusion neighbourhood in terms of individual networks from Section 2.4 im-

92 plies that every inclusion neighbour can be reached in this way the method has
93 two drawbacks.

94
95 • The first drawback of the method is that it is tentative: different graphical opera-

96 tions may lead to the same equivalence class. Therefore, additional checking must

97 be done to cure this imperfection.

98 • The second drawback of this method is that it has no sensible guidance. It is more

99 likely a blind automatic procedure ignoring any possible internal structure of the

100 inclusion neighbourhood.

101
102 Auvray and Wehenkel [2] made an attempt at direct characterization of the inclu-

103 sion neighbourhood. Their characterization of the upper inclusion neighbourhood

104 removes the first drawback. They uniquely characterized and classified neighbouring

105 equivalence classes of a given equivalence class (described in terms of the respective
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106 essential graph) by means of certain mathematical objects. However, these objects

107 are still unnecessarily complicated which means that their characterization of the

108 upper inclusion neighbourhood is too awkward. In particular, the second drawback

109 is not removed by their approach because their approach does not allow one to make

110 out the internal structure of the inclusion neighbourhood. Moreover, their character-

111 ization is incomplete: only partial characterization of lower neighbours is given in [2].

112 1.3. Consistent characterization of inclusion neighbours

113 In this paper an elegant characterization of the inclusion neighbourhood of a gi-

114 ven equivalence class in terms of the respective essential graph is described. Note that

115 the results of the paper were already presented at conferences [17,18].

116 Each inclusion neighbour is uniquely described by a pair ([a,b],C) where [a,b] is

117 an unordered pair of distinct nodes and C � Nn{a,b} a disjoint set of nodes. More

118 specifically, [a,b] is an edge in the essential graph for upper neighbours and [a,b] is a
119 pair of nodes which is not an edge in the essential graph for lower neighbours. The

120 first new observation is that every inclusion neighbour is uniquely characterized by a

121 pair ([a,b],C) of this kind. The second observation is that, for given [a,b], the collec-

122 tion of those sets C which correspond to the respective inclusion neighbours has a

123 special form.

124 A complete analysis of the upper inclusion neighbourhood is presented. In this

125 case, the collection of sets C for a given edge [a,b] has the form of a tuft. This means

126 that it is a collection of sets with the least set (= the unique minimal set) and with
127 possibly several maximal sets such that every set which contains the least set and

128 which is contained in one of the maximal sets belongs to the collection. In particular,

129 every tuft of sets is completely described by its least set and by the list of its maximal

130 sets. Given an essential graph G* and an edge [a,b] in G* the least and maximal sets

131 of the respective tuft of sets are characterized directly in terms of G*.

132 A further result of the paper is an analogous description of the lower inclusion

133 neighbourhood. In this case, the collection of sets C for a given pair [a,b] which is

134 not an edge in the essential graph has the form of the union of at most two tufts
135 of sets. Given an essential graph G* and a pair of its distinct nodes [a,b] which is

136 not an edge in G* the least and maximal sets of the respective tufts are also charac-

137 terized directly in terms of G*.

138 Note that the description of inclusion neighbours by means of pairs ([a,b],C)

139 where C � Nn{a,b} and the way to introduce these pairs used in this paper is not

140 incidental. An interesting fact is that, from a certain perspective which is explained

141 in detail in Chapter 8 of [20], the pair ([a,b],C) has a close relation to conditional

142 independence interpretation of the �move� from the considered equivalence class to-
143 wards its respective inclusion neighbour.

144 Basic concepts and facts, including a new special concept of a tuft, are recalled in

145 Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the upper inclusion neighbourhood, Section 4 to

146 the lower inclusion neighbourhood. The proofs given in the Appendix A combine

147 the ideas motivated by an arithmetic approach to the description of Bayesian net-
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148 work models from [20] with certain graphical procedures which were already used in

149 [2].

150 2. Basic concepts

151 2.1. Graphical notions

152 Graphs considered in this paper have a finite non-empty set N as the set of nodes

153 and two possible types of edges. An undirected edge or a line over N is a subset of N

154 of cardinality two, that is, an unordered pair {a,b} where a,b 2 N, a 5 b. The respec-

155 tive notation is a � b. A directed edge or an arrow over N is an ordered pair (a,b)

156 where a,b 2 N, a 5 b. The notation a! b reflects its pictorial representation.

157 A hybrid graph over N is a graph without multiple edges, that is, a triplet

158 H ¼ ðN ;LðHÞ;AðHÞÞ where N is a non-empty set of nodes,LðHÞ a set of lines over
159 N and AðHÞ a set of arrows over N such that whenever ða; bÞ 2AðHÞ then

160 ðb; aÞ 62AðHÞ and fa; bg ¼ fb; ag 62LðHÞ. An unordered pair [a,b] of distinct ele-

161 ments of N will be called an edge in H (between a and b) if one of the following cases

162 occurs: a � b in H, a! b in H or b! a in H (note that the role of a and b is inter-

163 changeable here). If ;5 A � N then the induced subgraph HA of H is the triplet

164 ðA;LðHÞ \PðAÞ;AðHÞ \ ðA� AÞÞ where PðAÞ denotes the power set of A (= the

165 collection of all subsets of A).

166 A set K � N is complete in a hybrid graph H over N if "a,b 2 Ka 5 b one has
167 a � b in H. A maximal complete set in H (with respect to set inclusion) will be called

168 a clique (of H). The collection of all cliques of H will be denoted by cliques(H).

169 A set C � N is connected in H if, for every a,b 2 C, there exists an undirected path

170 connecting them, that is, a sequence of distinct nodes a = c1, . . .,cn = b, n P 1 such

171 that ci � ci+1 in H for i = 1, . . .,n � 1. Connectivity components of H are maximal

172 connected sets in H.

173 An undirected graph is a hybrid graph without arrows, that is, AðHÞ ¼ ;. The
174 underlying graph of a hybrid graph H over N is an undirected graph Hu over N such
175 that a � b in Hu iff [a,b] is an edge in H. An undirected graph H is triangulated if, for

176 every undirected cycle in H which has the length at least four, that is, for any se-

177 quence c1, . . .,cn,cn+1 = c1, n P 4 where c1, . . .,cn are distinct and ci � ci+1 in H for

178 i = 1, . . .,n, there exists a chord in H, that is, an edge ci � cj in H where 1 6 i, j 6 n

179 and 1 < j � i < n � 1.

180 A directed graph is a hybrid graph having arrows only, that is, LðHÞ ¼ ;. An acy-

181 clic directed graph is a directed graph without directed cycles, that is, without any

182 sequence d1, . . .,dn,dn+1 = d1, n P 3 such that d1, . . .,dn are distinct and di! di+1 in
183 H for i = 1, . . .,n. A well-known fact is that a directed graph is acyclic iff there exists

184 a total ordering of all nodes of N a1, . . .,am, m P 1 which is consistent with the direc-

185 tion of arrows, that is, whenever ai! aj in H then i < j.
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186 A chain graph is a hybrid graphH for which there exists a chain, that is, an ordered

187 partitioning of N into non-empty sets, called blocks, B1, . . .,Bm, m P 1 such that

188
189 • if a � b in H then a,b 2 Bi for some 1 6 i 6 m,

190 • if a! b in H then a 2 Bi,b 2 Bj with 1 6 i < j 6 m.

191
192 Clearly, every undirected graph and every acyclic directed graph is a chain graph.
193 An equivalent definition of a chain graph is that it is a hybrid graph H without semi-

194 directed cycles, that is, without any sequence d1, . . .,dn,dn+1 = d1, n P 3 such that

195 d1, . . .,dn are distinct, d1! d2 in H and " i = 2, . . .,n either di! di+1 or di � di+1 in

196 H—see Lemma 2.1 in [15]. In particular, there is no arrow in a chain graph between

197 nodes of a connected set C � N; in other words, the induced subgraph HC is undi-

198 rected. Thus, the set of parents of C, that is,

paHðCÞ ¼ fa 2 N ; 9b 2 C a! b in Hg
201 is disjoint with C if C is connected. The set

neH ðCÞ ¼ fa 2 N n C; 9b 2 C a� b in Hg
204 will be named the set of neighbours of a set of nodes C.

205 Two ancestor concepts will be distinguished in this paper. If there exists a descend-

206 ing path from a node a to a node b in H, that is, a sequence of distinct nodes
207 a = c1, . . .,cn = b, n P 1 such that either ci � ci+1 or ci! ci+1 in H for

208 i = 1, . . .,n � 1, then a is called an ancestor of b in H. The set of ancestors of a node

209 b in H will be denoted by anH(b). If there exists a (strictly) directed path in H from a

210 to b, that is, a sequence of distinct nodes a = d1, . . .,dn = b, n P 2 such that di! di+1
211 in H for i = 1, . . .,n � 1, then a is called a strict ancestor of b in H. The set of strict

212 ancestors of a node b in H will be denoted by AnH(b). Observe that AnH(b) � anH(b)

213 and if H is a chain graph then a 2 anH(b)nAnH(b) for any node a which belongs to

214 the same connectivity component as b.
215 Two types of configurations of three nodes in a graph H will play an important

216 role in the paper. An immorality in H is an induced subgraph of H shown in the

217 left-hand picture of Fig. 1, that is, the configuration a! c b where a, b, c are dis-

218 tinct nodes and the pair [a,b] is not an edge in H. A flag in H is an induced subgraph

219 of H shown in the right-hand picture of Fig. 1, that is, the configuration a! c � b

220 where a, b, c are distinct nodes and the pair [a,b] is not an edge in H.

Fig. 1. An immorality and a flag.
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221 2.2. Bayesian networks and their equivalence

222 A Bayesian network is a certain statistical model, that is, a class of (multidimen-

223 sional probability) distributions, associated with an acyclic directed graph. It could

224 be introduced as the class of distributions (on a fixed sample space) which factorize

225 according to the graph in a certain way. An alternative definition of that class can be

226 given in terms of conditional independence restrictions, using the d-separation crite-
227 rion from [12] or using the moralization criterion from [9], which are known to be

228 equivalent. Because exact definitions of these concepts are not needed in this paper

229 they are omitted. Nevertheless, given an acyclic directed graph G over N, the symbol

230 IðGÞ will be used to denote the collection of conditional independence restrictions

231 determined by G. Moreover, the phrase ‘‘Bayesian network’’ will be used as a syno-

232 nym for an acyclic directed graph throughout the rest of the paper.

233 Remark 2.1. Some authors [7] define a Bayesian network as a pair consisting of an
234 acyclic directed graph and a (discrete) probability distribution which factorizes

235 according to the graph. This paper deals with learning structure of a Bayesian

236 network given by the graph. Therefore, a Bayesian network is understood as a class

237 of probability distributions having the same structure of this kind.

238 An important concept is the concept of equivalence of Bayesian networks. Two

239 Bayesian networks G1 and G2 are considered to be Markov equivalent if they rep-

240 resent the same statistical model, which requirement is typically equivalent to the
241 condition IðG1Þ ¼ IðG2Þ. Given an equivalence class G of Bayesian networks over

242 N the symbol IðGÞ will denote the shared collection of conditional independence

243 restrictions IðGÞ for G 2 G. Verma and Pearl [21] gave a direct graphical character-

244 ization of equivalent Bayesian networks which can be used as its formal definition

245 here. Two Bayesian networks G1, G2 over N are (graphically) equivalent iff they have

246 the same underlying graph and the same collection of immoralities. The equivalence

247 characterization makes the following definition consistent: given an equivalence

248 class G of Bayesian networks, an unordered pair [a,b] of distinct nodes is called
249 an edge in G if [a,b] is an edge in some G 2 G, which implies that it is an edge in

250 every G 2 G.

251 2.3. Essential graphs

252 An equivalence class G of Bayesian networks (over N) can be described by its

253 essential graph which is a hybrid graph G* (over N) such that

254
255 • a! b in G* if and only if a! b in G for every G 2 G,
256 • a � b in G* if and only if there exist G1;G2 2 G such that a! b in G1 and b! a in

257 G2.
258

259
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260 Example 2.1. Let us consider the equivalence class G of Bayesian networks over

261 N = {a,b,c,d} shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 2. The respective essential graph

262 G* is in the right-hand picture of the same figure.

263 A graphical characterization of essential graphs was given by Andersson et al. as

264 Theorem 4.1 in [1]. Recently, a simpler alternative characterization has been found in

265 [19] and, independently, in [13]. Because a complete characterization of essential
266 graphs is not needed in this paper it is omitted. However, what is needed is the fol-

267 lowing observation. It follows from Theorem 4.1 in [1] that every essential graph H

268 (of an equivalence class of Bayesian networks) is a chain graph without flags such

269 that, for every component C of H, the induced subgraph HC is a triangulated graph.

270 Note that any chain graph without flags has the following pleasant property: for

271 every component C of H and a,b 2 C one has paH(a) = paH(b); in particular,

272 paH(a) = paH(C) for any a 2 C. Of course, every Bayesian network is a chain graph

273 without flags.
274 To formulate another important fact about essential graphs recall that every chain

275 graph can also be interpreted as a statistical model. Indeed, the moralization crite-

276 rion from [9], alternatively the c-separation criterion from [16], allows one to ascribe

277 the collection of conditional independence restrictions IðHÞ to every chain graph H

278 over N. This defines the respective statistical model and induces the concept of equiv-

279 alence for chain graphs over N. A direct graphical characterization of equivalent

280 chain graphs was given by Frydenberg [6]. It follows from that result that two chain

281 graphs without flags are equivalent iff they have the same underlying graph and
282 immoralities—see Lemma 2 in [19]. Thus, Frydenberg�s result implies the result by

283 Verma and Pearl [21]. Another basic fact about the essential graph G* of an equiv-

284 alence class of Bayesian networks G is that it is equivalent to every G 2 G, that is,
285 IðG�Þ ¼ IðGÞ for G 2 G—see Corollary 2 in [19].

286 Remark 2.2. Note that there are other possible ways to represent an equivalence

287 class G of Bayesian networks. One of them is to use the largest chain graph of the

288 collection of chain graphs that are equivalent to (any) G 2 G—see [6] for this concept
289 and [15] for further details. Another alternative is brought by the arithmetic

290 approach presented in Section 8.4 of [20] which offers the concept of a standard

291 imset—see Section A.1 in the Appendix A.

Fig. 2. An equivalence class of Bayesian networks and the respective essential graph.
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292 2.4. Inclusion ordering and neighbourhood

293 The inclusion ordering on the set of equivalence classes of Bayesian networks over

294 a fixed set of nodes N is defined by the binary relation IðKÞ � IðLÞ for equiva-
295 lence classes K and L. The symbol IðKÞ � IðLÞ will denote the strict inclusion,

296 that is, the situation IðKÞ � IðLÞ and IðKÞ 6¼ IðLÞ. Finally, the symbol

297 IðKÞ @ IðLÞ will mean that IðKÞ � IðLÞ but there is no equivalence class G
298 of Bayesian networks over N such that IðKÞ � IðGÞ � IðLÞ. If this is the case

299 thenL will be called an upper neighbour ofK andK will be called a lower neighbour

300 of L. The inclusion neighbourhood of an equivalence class is the collection its upper

301 and lower neighbours.

302 The transformational characterization of the inclusion ordering from [5] allows

303 one to derive a simple graphical description of the relation IðKÞ @ IðLÞ as its con-
304 sequence—see Lemma 8.5 in [20].

305 Lemma 2.1. If K and L are equivalence classes of Bayesian networks over N then

306 one has IðKÞ @ IðLÞ iff there exists K 2K and L 2L such that K is made of L by

307 the addition of (exactly) one arrow, which is another way of saying that L is made of K

308 by the removal of one arrow.

309 Remark 2.3. The relation IðKÞ � IðLÞ corresponds to the situation that the sta-

310 tistical model associated with K 2K contains the statistical model associated with
311 L 2L. The networks in K have more edges than networks in L then. The reader

312 may ask why L is supposed to be �above� K in this paper (and not conversely).

313 The terminology used in this paper simply emphasizes the conditional independence

314 interpretation of considered statistical models which is in the center of the author�s
315 interests—for more detailed justification and explanation of a wider arithmetic per-

316 spective see Remark 8.10 in [20].

317 2.5. Tufts of sets

318 Let T be a non-empty collection of subsets of N, that is, ; 6¼T � PðNÞ, and
319 Tmax denotes the collection of maximal sets in T (with respect to set inclusion).

320 The collection T will be called a tuft of sets if

321
322 • T has the least set Tmin, that is, Tmin 2T with Tmin � T for each T 2T,

323 • every set T � N with Tmin � T � T 0 for some T 0 2Tmax belongs to T.

324
325 Thus, a tuft of sets T is determined by its unique least set Tmin and by the class of

326 its maximal sets Tmax. Alternatively, it can be described by Tmin and the class

327 fT 0 n Tmin; T 0 2Tmaxg. More specifically, assume that A � N and B is a non-empty
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328 class of incomparable subsets of NnA, that is, there are no sets B;B0 2 B with B � B
0
.

329 Introduce the following special notation:

TUFTðA j BÞ � fT ¼ A [ C; 9 B 2 B C � Bg:
332 Evidently, T ¼ TUFTðA j BÞ is a tuft of sets such that Tmax ¼ fA [ B;B 2 Bg and
333 Tmin = A. Of course, every tuft of subsets of N can be described in this way.

334 Example 2.2. Suppose N = {a,b,c,d} and put A = {a}. Consider the class

335 B ¼ ffbg; fcg; fdgg which is a class of incomparable subsets of NnA. Actually,

336 the sets in B are disjoint. Then TUFTðA j BÞ consists of four sets: {a}, {a,b}, {a,c}
337 and {a,d}. The tuft is shown in Fig. 3.

338 Remark 2.4. The concept of a tuft appears to be suitable in the context of the prob-

339 lem considered in this paper. Since the author has not been aware of any standard

340 name for a collection of sets satisfying the required conditions a special short word

341 has been proposed to name it. The word ‘‘tuft’’ hopefully indicates what is substan-

342 tial: the collection has one root and several leaves which originate from the root.

343 3. Upper inclusion neighbourhood

344 3.1. Description of upper neighbours

345 By the upper neighbourhood of an equivalence class K of Bayesian networks we

346 understand the collection o"ðKÞ of those equivalence classes L for which
347 IðKÞ @ IðLÞ. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that each K 2K and each edge in K
348 define together an element of o"ðKÞ and every element of o"ðKÞ is obtained in this

349 way. Thus, the upper neighbourhood o"ðKÞ is, in fact, described in terms of ele-

350 ments of K. Nevertheless, the above described correspondence is not a one-to-one

351 mapping because different elements of K may yield the same neighbouring class L.

Fig. 3. A tuft of sets TUFT({a}j{b},{c},{d}).
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352 One the other hand, every neighbouring class is uniquely characterized by a cer-

353 tain pair ([a,b],C) where a,b 2 N, a 5 b and C � Nn{a,b}. The pair ([a,b],C) can be

354 introduced in graphical terms as follows.

Let K be an equivalence class of Bayesian networks over N, L 2 o"ðKÞ.
Choose K 2K and L 2L such that L is obtained from K by the removal of
an arrow a! b in K. Then L will be described by the pair ([a,b],C) where
C= paK(b)n{a}.

359 To show that the definition above is correct one has to show that the pair ([a,b],C)

360 does not depend on the choice of K and L and that distinct pairs are ascribed to dis-

361 tinct upper neighbours.

362 Proposition 3.1. Let K be an equivalence class of Bayesian networks and

363 L1;L2 2 o"ðKÞ. Suppose, for i = 1,2, that graphs Ki 2K and Li 2Li are given

364 such that Li is made of Ki by the removal of an arrow ai! bi in Ki and
365 Ci ¼ paKi

ðbiÞ n faig. Then L1 ¼L2 iff [{a1,b1} = {a2,b2} and C1 = C2].

366 The proof of Proposition 3.1, which is given in Section A.1 of the Appendix A, is

367 based on a special arithmetic characterization of equivalence of Bayesian networks.

368 Note that one can perhaps prove this result using purely graphical tools, but the gi-

369 ven proof is more elegant.

Fig. 4. An equivalence class of Bayesian networks and some of its upper neighbours.
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370 Example 3.1. To illustrate the concepts introduced above let us consider an

371 equivalence class K of Bayesian networks over N = {a,b,c,d,e} shown in the lower

372 layer of Fig. 4. For every i = 1,2,3, an acyclic directed graph Li is obtained from

373 Ki 2K by the removal of the arrow a! b (see the medium layer of the figure). In

374 this example, each of Ki, i = 1,2,3, establishes a different neighbouring class

375 Li 2 o"ðKÞ—the respective essential graphs are in the upper layer of Fig. 4. As

376 paK2
ðbÞ n fag ¼ fc; dg the equivalence class containing L2 is characterized by the pair

377 ([a,b], {c,d}).

378 Remark 3.1. The pair ([a,b],C) which describes uniquely an upper inclusion neigh-

379 bour L 2 o"ðKÞ was introduced in terms of individual networks from K and L. If

380 K and L are represented by the respective essential graphs K* and L* then [a,b] is

381 simply the edge of K* which is not an edge in L*. The question of how to define C in

382 terms of (the pair) K* and L* have not been examined so far by the author. On the
383 other hand, the pair ([a,b],C) is obtained immediately ifK andL are represented by

384 means of their standard imsets—see Section A.1 in the Appendix A.

385 3.2. Characterization of upper neighbourhood

386 Given an equivalence class K of Bayesian networks the next step is to character-

387 ize those pairs ([a,b],C) which encode elements of o"ðKÞ. In this section, this task is
388 answered for a fixed unordered pair of distinct nodes [a,b]. To this end we first con-

389 sider an ordered pair of distinct nodes (a,b) and introduce a special collection of sub-

390 sets of Nn{a,b}:
C�Kða! bÞ ¼ fC; 9 K 2K such that a! b in K and C ¼ paKðbÞ n fagg:

393 It follows from what it says in Section 3.1 that C�Kða! bÞ [ C�Kðb! aÞ is the class
394 of sets which has to be characterized. Nevertheless, the reader can learn in the sequel

395 (see the proof of Corollary 3.1) that only one of the collections C�Kða! bÞ and
396 C�Kðb! aÞ actually forms their union. Therefore, given an ordered pair (a,b), one

397 needs to find out whether the class C�Kða! bÞ is non-empty and to describe that col-

398 lection of sets then.

399 Proposition 3.2. Let K be an equivalence class of Bayesian networks, K* the essential
400 graph of K and (a,b) an ordered pair of distinct nodes of K*. Put P = paK*(b)n{a} and
401 M = {c 2 neK*(b)n{a}; [a, c] is an edge in K*}. Then the following statements are true.

402 (i) C�Kða! bÞ 6¼ ; iff [a,b] is an edge in K* and b 62 paK*(a), that is, either a! b in

403 K* or a � b in K*.

404 (ii) If a! b in K* or a � b in K* then C�Kða! bÞ ¼ TUFTðP j cliquesðK�MÞÞ where
405 cliquesðK�;Þ ¼ f;g by a convention.

406
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407 The proof is given in Section A.3 of the Appendix A.

408 Corollary 3.1. Let K be an equivalence class of Bayesian networks over N, K* the

409 essential graph of K and [a,b] an edge in K*. Then the collection of those sets

410 C � Nn{a,b} such that ([a,b],C) describes an upper neighbour L 2 o"ðKÞ is a tuft of

411 sets TUFTðP j cliquesðK�M ÞÞ where
412
413 (a) if a! b in K* then P = paK*(b)n{a} and M = neK*(b),

414 (b) if a b in K* then P = paK*(a)n{b} and M = neK*(a),

415 (c) if a � b in K* then P = paK*(b) = paK*(a) and M = neK*(a) \ neK*(b).
416

417

418 Proof. Recall that one needs to characterize C�Kða! bÞ [ C�Kðb! aÞ with the aid of
419 Proposition 3.2. In the case (a) observe that C�Kðb! aÞ ¼ ; by (i). As concerns

420 C�Kða! bÞ, the fact that K* has no flags implies M = neK*(b). The case (b) is anal-

421 ogous to the case (a). In the case (c) realize that the fact that K* has no flags implies

422 paK*(b) = paK*(a), which is the set P from Proposition 3.2 both for the pair (a,b) and

423 for the pair (b,a). The fact that K* is a chain graph implies that the set

424 neK*(a) \ neK*(b) coincides with the set M from Proposition 3.2 in both cases. Hence,

425 one has C�Kða! bÞ ¼ TUFTðP ; cliquesðK�MÞÞ ¼ C�Kðb! aÞ 6¼ ;. h

426 Example 3.2. To illustrate the previous result consider the essential graphs shown in

427 Fig. 5. The case (a) from Corollary 3.1 occurs for the graph K* in the left-hand pic-

428 ture of the figure. More specifically, one has P = {c}, M = {d,e} and

429 cliquesðK�MÞ ¼ ffdg; fegg. Thus, the class of sets C � N n{a,b} such that ([a,b],C)

430 describes an upper neighbour of the respective equivalence class is

431 TUFT({c}j{d},{e}), that is, the class which involves three sets: {c}, {c,d} and

432 {c,e}. Indeed, it was shown in Example 3.1 that those upper neighbours of the
433 respective equivalence class which correspond to the �removal� of a! b are charac-

434 terized by pairs ([a,b], {c}), ([a,b], {c,d}) and ([a,b], {c,e}).

435 If the graph G* in the right-hand picture of Fig. 5 is considered then the case (c)

436 from Corollary 3.1 occurs. One has P = ;, M = {c,d,e} and cliquesðG�M Þ ¼
437 ffc; dg; fd; egg. The respective class TUFT(;j{c,d},{d,e}) has six sets, namely ;,
438 {c}, {d}, {e}, {c,d} and {d,e}.

Fig. 5. Two essential graphs.
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439 4. Lower inclusion neighbourhood

440 4.1. Description of lower neighbours

441 The lower neighbourhood of an equivalence class L of Bayesian networks is the

442 collection o#ðLÞ of equivalence classes K such that IðKÞ @ IðLÞ. It follows from
443 Lemma 2.1 that each L 2L and each ordered pair of distinct nodes which is not an
444 edge in L may define together an element of o#ðLÞ and every element of o#ðLÞ is
445 obtained in this way. Thus, the lower neighbourhood o#ðLÞ is, in fact, described

446 in terms of elements of L. However, the above described correspondence is not a

447 one-to-one mapping because different elements of L and different choices of the

448 direction of the arrow which is added may yield the same neighbouring class K.

449 Every neighbouring class can be uniquely described by a pair ([a,b],C) where

450 a,b 2 N, a 5 b and C � Nn{a,b}. The pair ([a,b],C) can be introduced in graphical

451 terms as follows.

452
Let L be an equivalence class of Bayesian networks over N and K 2 o#ðLÞ.
Choose L 2L and K 2K such that K is obtained from L by the addition
of an arrow a! b. Then K will be described by the pair ([a,b],C) where
C = paL(b) and [a,b] is viewed as an unordered pair.

457 To show that the definition above is correct one has to show that the pair ([a,b],C)

458 does not depend on the choice of L and K and that distinct pairs are ascribed to dis-

459 tinct lower neighbours.

460 Proposition 4.1. Let L be an equivalence class of Bayesian networks and

461 K1;K2 2 o#ðLÞ. Suppose, for i = 1,2, that graphs Li 2L and Ki 2Ki are given

462 such that Ki is made of Li by the addition of an arrow ai! bi and Ci ¼ paLiðbiÞ. Then
463 K1 ¼K2 iff [{a1,b1} = {a2,b2} and C1 = C2].

464 The proof is given in Section A.1 of the Appendix A.

465 Example 4.1. To illustrate the above result let us consider the essential graph L*

466 shown at the top of Fig. 6 (in a single oval). The respective equivalence class L of

467 Bayesian networks over N = {a,b,c,d,e} is shown below it (in a double oval). The

468 figure describes a part of its lower neighbourhood, namely those neighbours which
469 correspond to the addition of (an edge) [a,b]. The third layer of Fig. 6 contains

470 acyclic directed graphs obtained from graphs in L in that way: K1 is obtained from

471 L1 by the addition of a! b, K2 is obtained from L1 by the addition of b! a, K3 is

472 obtained from L2 by the addition of a! b and K4 is obtained from L2 by the

473 addition of b! a. Two corresponding essential graphs are on the next layer: K�1
474 corresponds to K1 while K�2 corresponds to K2, K3 and K4. The respective uniquely

475 characterizing pairs are below them.
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476 Remark 4.1. Note that above mentioned way to describe lower inclusion neighbours

477 is consistent with the way which was used in Section 3.1 to describe upper neigh-

478 bours. Indeed, if IðKÞ @ IðLÞ then the pair ([a,b],C) which describes K as one

479 of the lower neighbours of L coincides with the pair which describes L as one of
480 the upper neighbours of K.

481 4.2. Characterization of lower neighbourhood

482 Given an equivalence class L of Bayesian networks the aim is to characterize

483 those pairs ([a,b],C) which define elements of o#ðLÞ. In this section, this task is an-

484 swered for a fixed unordered pair of distinct nodes [a,b]. The first step to do this is to

Fig. 6. Lower inclusion neighbours—an example.
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485 characterize those lower neighbours which correspond to the addition of an arrow

486 a! b. For this purpose we put

CþLða! bÞ ¼ fC; 9 L 2L such that b 62 anLðaÞ and C ¼ paLðbÞg
489 for every ordered pair of distinct nodes (a,b) such that [a,b] is not an edge in L.

490 Note that the condition b 62 anL(a) is a necessary and sufficient condition for the

491 graph K obtained from L by the addition of a! b to be acyclic.

492 It follows from what it says in Section 4.1 that CþLða! bÞ [ CþLðb! aÞ is the

493 class of sets which should be characterized. Therefore, given an ordered pair (a,b),

494 one first needs to find out in which case CþLða! bÞ is non-empty and describe that

495 collection then. The following concept is useful for that purpose.

496 Definition 4.1. Let H be a chain graph without flags and (a,b) an ordered pair of

497 distinct nodes in H such that [a,b] is not an edge in H. We say that c 2 neH(b) is a

498 relative neighbour of b with respect to a and write c 2 reH(bja) if there exists a

499 descending path in H from c to a which is outside neH(b)n{c}.

500 Remark 4.2. Note that the set of relative neighbours reH(bja) can be equivalently

501 introduced as the set c 2 neH(b) such that there exists a path in H of the form
502 c = d1 � . . . �dk ! . . .! dn = a, n P 2 such that 1 6 k 6 n and di 62 neH(b) for

503 i = 2, . . .,k. Indeed, if there exist a path mentioned in Definition 4.1 then consider

504 a path of this kind which cannot be shorthened. Because H has no flags it necessarily

505 has the form mentioned in this remark. This condition is maybe more suitable for

506 verification.

507 Example 4.2. To illustrate the concept of a relative neighbour consider the essential
508 graph L* shown in Fig. 7. In this case, the set of relative neighbours of b with respect

509 to a coincides with the set of its neighbours. Indeed, for i = 1,2, there exists a

510 descending path from ci to a in L* which is outside the rest of neL*(b).

511 Proposition 4.2. Let L be an equivalence class of Bayesian networks, L* the essential

512 graph of L and (a,b) an ordered pair of distinct nodes of L* such that [a,b] is not an

513 edge in L*. Put P = paL*(b), R = reL*(bja) and introduce M = {d 2 neL*(b)nR;d � c in
514 L* for everyc 2 R}. Then

515
516 (i) CþLða! bÞ 6¼ ; iff there exists no (strictly) directed path in L* from b to a, that

517 is, b 62 AnL*(a) and, moreover, R is a complete set in L*;

518 (ii) if this is the case then CþLða! bÞ ¼ TUFTðP [ R j cliquesðL�MÞÞ where

519 cliquesðL�;Þ ¼ f;g by a convention.

520

521 The proof is given in Section A.4 of the Appendix A.
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522 Remark 4.3. The condition b 62 AnL*(a) from (i) in Proposition 4.2 is equivalent to

523 the requirement that there is no descending path in L* from b to a which starts by an
524 arrow. Indeed, if there exists a path like that then consider one which cannot be

525 shorthened. Because L* has no flags it is necessarily a directed path.

526 The condition b 62 AnL*(a) need not imply that the set R = reL*(bja) is complete in

527 L*. An example is given in Fig. 7 where the set of relative neighbours

528 R = reL*(bja) = {c1,c2} is not complete in L* despite the fact that there is no

529 directed path in L* from b to a.

530 The previous result makes it possible to provide a complete analysis of that part of
531 the lower inclusion neighbourhood which corresponds to a given unordered pair of

532 nodes [a,b].

533 Corollary 4.1. Let L be an equivalence class of Bayesian networks over N, L* the

534 essential graph of L and [a,b] an unordered pair of nodes which is not an edge in L*.

535 Let us put Pa = paL*(a), Ra = reL*(ajb),
Ma ¼ fd 2 neL� ðaÞ n Ra; 8 c 2 Rad � c in L�g;

538 Pb = paL*(b), Rb = reL*(bja) and
Mb ¼ fd 2 neL� ðbÞ n Rb; 8 c 2 Rbd � c in L�g:

541 Then the collection C of those sets C � Nn{a,b} such that ([a,b],C) describes a lower

542 neighbour K 2 o#ðLÞ can be obtained as follows.

543 (a) If a and b belong to the same component of L* then Pa = Pb, a 62 AnL*(b),
544 b 62 AnL*(a) and the sets Ra and Rb are both complete in L*. In particular, both

545 the class CþLða! bÞ ¼ TUFTðPb [ Rb j cliquesðL�Mb
ÞÞ and the class

546 CþLðb! aÞ ¼ TUFTðPa [ Ra j cliquesðL�Ma
ÞÞ are non-empty and the collection C

547 is their union.

548 (b) If b 2 anL*(a) but a and b belong to different components of L* then a 62 AnL*(b),

549 Ra = ;and Ma = neL*(a). These facts imply that the collection

550 CþLðb! aÞ ¼ TUFTðPa j cliquesðL�Ma
ÞÞ is non-empty.

551 Moreover, the set CþLða! bÞ is non-empty iff b 62 AnL*(a) and Rb is complete in L*.
552 In this case CþLða! bÞ has the form TUFTðPb [ Rb j cliquesðL�Mb

ÞÞ. In particular, C is

553 the union of these two collections.

Fig. 7. An essential graph with an incomplete set of relative neighbours.
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554 (c) If a 2 anL*(b) but a and b belong to different components of L* then the case (b)

555 can be obtained by interchange of a and b.

556 (d) If a and b belong to incomparable components of L* then Pa and Pb may differ,

557 a 62 AnL*(b), b 62 AnL*(a), Ra = Rb = ;, Ma = neL*(a) and Mb = neL*(b). Thus,

558 both CþLða! bÞ ¼ TUFTðPb j cliquesðL�Mb
ÞÞ and CþLðb! aÞ ¼

559 TUFTðPa j cliquesðL�Ma
ÞÞ are non-empty and C is their union.

560
561 In particular, the collection C of the respective sets is always non-empty.

562 Proof. Recall that one needs to characterize CþLða! bÞ [ CþLðb! aÞ by means of

563 Proposition 4.2. In the case (a) the fact that L* has no flags implies Pa = Pb (see Sec-

564 tion 2.3). The main step is to show that both Ra and Rb are complete.

565 Indeed, suppose for contradiction that Rb is not complete, more specifically that

566 there exist c1,c2 2 reL*(bja) such that [c1,c2] is not an edge in L*. Like in Remark 4.2

567 choose paths qi : c
i ¼ di1 � . . .� dinðiÞ ¼ a, n(i) P 2, i = 1,2 which are outside

568 neL*(b)n{ci} and cannot be shorthened. Because a and b belong to the same

569 component of L* and b � ci in L* both paths qi are undirected. The definition of qi
570 implies that neither b belongs to qi nor b is adjacent to a node of qi which is different

571 from ci. Let d1l be the first node on q1 which is adjacent to a node of q2 and d2k be the
572 first node of q2 which is adjacent to d1l . It follows from the assumption that c1 and c2

573 are not adjacent that, if d1l ¼ c1 then d2k 6¼ c2. This implies that the cycle

574 b� c1 ¼ d11 � . . .� d1l � d2k � . . .� d21 ¼ c2 � b has the length at least four. Moreo-

575 ver, by the construction, this cycle has no chord which contradicts the fact that the
576 induced subgraph L�C for every component C is a triangulated graph—see Section

577 2.3.

578 In the case (b) there is no descending path from a to b in L* (otherwise they

579 belong to the same component of L*) which implies both a 62 AnL*(b) and

580 Ra = reL*(ajb) = ;. This implies Ma = neL*(a). A similar argument gives Rb = ; in

581 the case (c) and can also be repeated in the case (d). h

582 Example 4.3. To illustrate the previous analysis consider the essential graphs shown

583 in Fig. 8. The case (a) from Corollary 4.1 occurs for the upper left graph. More spe-

584 cifically, one has Pa = Pb = Ma = ;, Ra = {d,e}, Rb = {c} and Mb = {f}. Conse-

585 quently, CþLða! bÞ ¼ TUFTðfcg j ff gÞ and CþLðb! aÞ ¼ TUFTðfd; eg j ;Þ.
586 The case (d) is illustrated by the upper right graph in Fig. 8 in which case

587 Pa = {c,d}, Pb = {d,e} and Ma = Mb = ;. Thus, CþLða! bÞ ¼ TUFTðfd; eg j ;Þ and
588 CþLðb! aÞ ¼ TUFTðfc; dg j ;Þ.
589 The case (b) and the situation b 2 AnL*(a) in which case CþLða! bÞ ¼ ; is
590 illustrated by the lower left graph in the figure. One has CþLðb! aÞ ¼ TUFTðfdg j ;Þ
591 then.

592 Another subcase of the case (b), namely if Rb is not complete, was already

593 mentioned in Remark 4.3—see Fig. 7 in which case CþLða! bÞ ¼ ; and

594 CþLðb! aÞ ¼ TUFTðfc2; d; eg j ;Þ.
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595 The case (b) and the situation CþLða! bÞ 6¼ ; is illustrated by the lower right

596 graph in Fig. 8 in which case Rb = {c} and Mb = {d,e, f}. Thus, CþLða! bÞ ¼
597 TUFTðfcg j fd; eg; fe; f gÞ because L�Mb

has two cliques.

598

599 5. Conclusions

600 In this paper both the characterization of the upper inclusion neighbourhood and

601 the characterization of the lower inclusion neighbourhood were presented. There is

602 internal consistency of both characterizations (see Remark 4.1). This implies that the
603 pair ([a,b],C), where [a,b] is an unordered pair of nodes and C � Nn{a,b} a disjoint

604 set of nodes, which is used to characterize uniquely an inclusion neighbour G of a

605 given equivalence class H can be viewed as a natural characteristic of the �move� be-
606 tween H and G. The presented characterization also has a close connection to an

607 arithmetic method for describing equivalence classes of Bayesian networks devel-

608 oped in Chapter 8 of [20] and leads to conditional independence interpretation of

609 �moves� in the method of local search. More specifically, a pair ([a,b],C) corresponds

610 to an elementary conditional independence statement a � bjC and the respective
611 change in the value of a quality criterion corresponds to this interpretation—for de-

612 tails see Chapter 8 in [20].

613 As mentioned in Section 1 the presented characterization of the inclusion neigh-

614 bourhood is qualitatively different from the previous ones, offered by other authors.

615 Indeed, Chickering [5] only gave a tentative algorithmic method and Auvrey and

616 Wehenkel [2] characterized every inclusion neighbour by an unordered pair of nodes

617 and by an opaque collection of immoralities, namely those which are either created

618 or cancelled if an equivalence class is replaced by its inclusion neighbour. As con-
619 cerns the upper inclusion characterization, the result in Corollary 3.1 is essentially

620 equivalent to those in [2,5] but it is more elegant and specific.

Fig. 8. Four essential graphs.
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621 Essential improvement is brought by the lower inclusion characterization. Auvrey

622 and Wehenkel only gave an incomplete partial characterization of the lower neigh-

623 bourhood and Chickering offered a complex graphical procedure to search for �legal�
624 moves towards lower neighbours. His algorithm can indeed enter �blind alleys�. To
625 illustate this claim note that, if an arrow a! b is going to be added, then Chicker-

626 ing�s algorithm may try all those moves which, in our description, correspond to sets

627 C which are supersets of pa(b) satisfying Cnpa(b) � ne(b)nne(a). However, it is shown
628 in Proposition 4.2 that one should only consider certain supersets of pa(b) [ re(bja).
629 For example, if one considers the lower right graph in Fig. 8 then Chickering�s pro-
630 cedure must repeat the respective legality test for each of 16 subsets of the set

631 {c,d,e,f} while our characterization gives directly all six �legal� moves mentioned in

632 Example 4.3. Therefore, the observations made in Section 4.2 can make some com-

633 putational procedures even more effective.

634 The unique description of inclusion neighbourhood in terms of pairs ([a,b],C)

635 also implies that the maximal number of inclusion neighbours n Æ (n � 1) Æ 2n�3,
636 where n = jNj, is achieved for the essential graph which has N as the only clique.

637 On the other hand, the minimal number of inclusion neighbours is n Æ (n � 1) Æ 2�1

638 which is achieved for the essential graph over N without edges. These observations

639 lead to a hypothesis that the number of inclusion neighbours increases with the

640 amount of edges. The observations also indicate that, from the point of view of com-

641 putational efficiency, it does not seem to be a good idea to start a local search learn-

642 ing procedure with a graph which has a high number of edges.

643 In the author�s view, two main contributions of the paper are as follows:
644
645 • the hidden internal structure of the inclusion neighbourhood is revealed,

646 • the presented inclusion neighbourhood description is more detailed than the pre-

647 vious ones, nearly ready to implement.

648

649
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653 Appendix A

654
655 A.1. Arithmetic approach

656 Special concepts from [20] are recalled in this section. An imset over N is an inte-

657 ger-valued function on the power set PðNÞ. Arithmetic operations with imsets are

658 defined coordinatewisely. Given A � N the symbol dA will denote a special imset

659 which identifies the set A:
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dAðBÞ ¼
1 if B ¼ A;

0 if B 6¼ A;

�
for any B � N :

662 If G is a Bayesian network over N then the standard imset for G is given by the

663 formula

uG ¼ dN � d; þ
X
i2N
fdpaGðiÞ � dfig[paGðiÞg: ðA:1Þ

666
667 Remark A.1. To explain a wider perspective note that a special class of structural

668 imsets was proposed in [20] to describe all possible conditional independence

669 structures induced by discrete probability distributions. Informally said, a structural

670 imset encodes a certain factorization formula for a probability distribution which is

671 equivalent to a collection of conditional independence restrictions. However, to

672 describe Bayesian network structures it is suitable to consider only a certain subclass
673 of the class of structural imsets, namely the class of standard imsets.

674 The following result is proved as Corollary 7.1 in [20].

675 Theorem A.1. Bayesian networks K and L over N are equivalent if and only if uK = uL.

676 In particular, the standard imset uG for any equivalence class G of Bayesian net-

677 works can be introduced as the shared standard imset uG for G 2 G. Note that there
678 exists a formula for uG in terms of the essential graph which is, however, omitted

679 here. A basic observation is as follows.

680 Lemma A.1. Suppose that K, L are Bayesian networks over N and L is made of K by

681 the removal of an arrow a! b in K (that is, K is made of L by the addition of an arrow

682 a! b). Then

uL � uK ¼ dC � dfag[C � dfbg[C þ dfa;bg[C;

685 where C = paK(b)n{a}, that is, C = paL(b).

686 Proof. It follows from the assumption that paK(c) = paL(c) for every node

687 c 2 Nn{b}. Thus, after the substitution of (A.1) into uL � uK most of the terms are
688 cancelled. As paL(b) = C and paK(b) = {a} [ C the result is what Lemma A.1

689 says. h

690 Remark A.2. Note that the inclusion neighbourhood relation can also be character-

691 ized in terms of standard imsets. It is shown in [20] (Corollary 8.4) that, for equiv-

692 alence classes K and L, one has IðKÞ @ IðLÞ iff uL � uK is an imset of the

693 form dC � d{a}[C � d{b}[C + d{a,b}[C for some a,b 2 N, a5b and C � Nn{a,b}.
694 The inclusion ordering can be characterized analogously—see Lemma 8.6 in [20].
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695 The proof of Proposition 3.1 can be done on basis of Lemma A.1 easily.

696 Proof. The assumptions of Proposition 3.1 imply K1;K2 2K which means they are

697 equivalent. Hence, uK1
¼ uK2

by Theorem A.1. By the same argument, L1 ¼L2 iff

698 uL1 ¼ uL2 which is equivalent to uL1 � uK1
¼ uL2 � uK2

. However, the latter condition

699 is equivalent to

dC1
� dfa1g[C1

� dfb1g[C1
þ dfa1;b1g[C1

¼ dC2
� dfa2g[C2

� dfb2g[C2
þ dfa2;b2g[C2

702 by Lemma A.1. This is nothing else than the condition that C1 = C2 and

703 {a1,b1} = {a2,b2}. h

704 The proof of Proposition 4.1 is similar.

705 Proof. The assumptions of Proposition 4.1 say that L1 and L2 are equivalent, that is,

706 uL1 ¼ uL2 by Theorem A.1. Moreover, K1 ¼K2 iff uK1
¼ uK2

, that is,

707 uL1 � uK1
¼ uL2 � uK2

. By Lemma A.1, this can be written as follows:

dC1
� dfa1g[C1

� dfb1g[C1
þ dfa1;b1g[C1

¼ dC2
� dfa2g[C2

� dfb2g[C2
þ dfa2;b2g[C2

;

710 that is, the condition that C1 = C2 and {a1,b1} = {a2,b2}. h

711 A.2. Bayesian network construction

712 Given an undirected graph H over N with jNj = n, a perfect numbering is a total

713 ordering a1, . . .,an of its nodes such that neH(ai) \ {aj; j < i} is a complete set in H for
714 every i = 1, . . .,n. It is a well-known fact that every triangulated graph admits a per-

715 fect numbering. More specifically, the following statement is true.

716 Lemma A.2. Let H be a triangulated graph, A � N a complete set in H and a1, . . ., ar,
717 r P 0 any ordering of nodes in A. Then there exists a perfect numbering of nodes of H

718 which starts by the sequence a1, . . ., ar.

719 Proof. The required perfect numbering is constructed in the reverse order by means

720 of repeated application of well-known Dirac�s lemma—see Lemma 2.9 in [9]. Recall

721 that a node is simplicial in an undirected graphH 0 if neH 0(a) is complete inH 0. Dirac�s
722 lemma says that if H 0 is a triangulated graph over N 0 and N 0 is not complete in H 0

723 then H 0 has two simplicial nodes a,b 2 N 0 such that [a,b] is not an edge in H 0.

724 PutHn = H 0. If N is complete inHn then the claim of Lemma A.2 is evident. If this

725 is not the case then the assumption that A is complete inHn implies by Dirac�s lemma

726 that a simplicial node an 2 NnA exists. Put Hn�1 ¼ Hn
Nnfang and observe thatHn�1 is a

727 triangulated graph and A is complete in Hn�1. The procedure can be repeated until

728 the set of nodes of some Hj for 1 6 j 6 n is complete in Hj. h
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729 The preceding lemma makes it possible to construct a Bayesian network on basis

730 of the respective essential graph.

731 Lemma A.3. Let H be a chain graph without flags such that, for every component C of

732 H, the graph HC is triangulated. Moreover, suppose that a perfect numbering of nodes

733 of HC is prescribed for every component C. Let G be a directed graph made of H in such

734 a way that every line a � b in H is replaced by an arrow a! b in G provided that a
735 precedes b in the prescribed perfect numbering of the component containing {a,b}. Then

736 G is a Bayesian network which is equivalent to H.
737

738 Proof. To show that G is acyclic a total ordering of nodes consistent with the direc-

739 tion of arrows is constructed. First, since H is a chain graph one can find a chain

740 C1, . . .,Cm, mP 1 for H whose blocks are components of H. Second, within each

741 component, nodes are ordered according to the prescribed numbering. Thus, G is

742 acyclic and both G and H are chain graphs without flags with the same underlying

743 graph.

744 To evidence that they are equivalent one needs to verify that they have the same

745 immoralities (see Section 2.3). By construction, every immorality in H remains in G.
746 Thus, consider an immorality a! c b in G and show that it is an immorality in H.

747 First, the cases a c in H and c! b in H are excluded due to the definition of G.

748 Second, the alternative a � c � b in H also cannot occur because the prescribed

749 numberings are perfect: otherwise a, b, c belong to the same component of H and

750 a,b 2 paG(c) means that a,b 2 neH(c) and a, b precede c in the prescribed numbering

751 which implies a contradictory conclusion that [a,b] is an edge in H. Third, the

752 alternatives a! c � b in H and a � c b in H are impossible because H has no

753 flags. This necessitates a! c b in H which was desired. h

754 A.3. Proof of the main result on the upper neighbourhood755

756 Corollary A.1. Let H be an essential graph, (a,b) an ordered pair of nodes in H such

757 that either a! b in H or a � b in H. Put P = paH(b)n{a} and introduce the set

758 M = {c 2 neH(b)n{a}; [a, c] is an edge in H}. Suppose that X �M is complete in H.
759 Then there exists a Bayesian network G which is equivalent to H such that a! b in G

760 and paG(b)n{a} = P [ X.

761 Proof. Every essential graph is a chain graph which satisfies the assumptions on H

762 from Lemma A.3 (cf. Section 2.3). Let C denote the component of H which contains

763 b. Evidently X [ {b} �M[{b} � C and X [ {b} is a complete set in HC. Moreover,

764 if a � b in H then a 2 C and X [ {a,b} is a complete set in HC. By Lemma A.2 there
765 exists a perfect numbering of nodes of HC in which the nodes of X, respectively the
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766 nodes of X [ {a}, precede the node b and b precedes the remaining nodes of C. After

767 that, arbitrary perfect numberings of nodes of remaining components of H are cho-

768 sen (by Lemma A.2) and Lemma A.3 is applied to get the respective Bayesian net-

769 work G. It follows from the construction that paG(b) = {a} [ P [ X. h

770 Now, the proof of Proposition 3.2 follows.

771 Proof. Recall that an equivalence class K of Bayesian networks is considered, (a,b)

772 is an ordered pair of its distinct nodes and

C�Kða! bÞ ¼ fC; 9 K 2K such that a! b in K and C ¼ paKðbÞ n fagg:
775 This set is non-empty iff there exists K 2K such that a! b in K. It follows from the

776 definition of the essential graph K* that a! b in K* or a � b in K* then. Thus, the
777 necessity of the condition in (i) of Proposition 3.2 is evident. Its sufficiency follows

778 from Corollary A.1 which implies that P � paK� ðbÞ n fag 2 C�Kða! bÞ (put

779 X = ;). Moreover, Corollary A.1 also implies TUFTðP j cliquesðK�MÞÞ �
780 C�Kða! bÞ because elements of this tuft of sets are just the sets of the form P [ X

781 where X �M is complete in K*—see Section 2.5. This is one inclusion in the condi-

782 tion (ii) of Proposition 3.2.

783 The last step is to verify C�Kða! bÞ � TUFTðP j cliquesðK�M ÞÞ. If K 2K such

784 that a! b in K and C = paK(b)n{a} then P � C by the definition of the essential
785 graph. Put X = CnP and observe that X �M. Indeed, for any c 2 X � CnP one has

786 a! b c in K. Of course, this implies c 2 neK*(b). If [a,c] is not an edge in K then

787 a! b c is an immorality in K and, therefore, in K* which contradicts the

788 assumption c 62 P. Thus, [a,c] is an edge in K* which implies c 2M (see the definition

789 of M in Proposition 3.2). Finally, observe that X is complete as otherwise distinct

790 c,d 2 X exist such that c! b d is an immorality in K and, therefore, in K* which

791 implies a contradictory conclusion c,d 2 P.

792 A.4. Proof of the main result on the lower neighbourhood793

794 Lemma A.4. Let H be an essential graph and (a,b) is an ordered pair of distinct nodes

795 in H such that [a,b] is not an edge in H, b 62 AnH(a) and R � reH(bja) is complete in H.

796 Put P = paH(b) and

M ¼ fd 2 neH ðbÞ n R; 8 c 2 Rd � c in Hg:
799 Suppose that X �M is complete in H. Then there exists a Bayesian network G which is

800 equivalent to H, b 62 anG(a) and paG(b) = P [ R [ X.

801 Proof. It follows from the assumption that R is complete, the definition of M and

802 the assumption that X �M is complete that R [ X [ {b} is a complete set in H.
803 Let C be a component of H containing b. The graph HC is triangulated (see Section

804 2.3) which allows one to apply Lemma A.2 to it. Therefore, there exists a perfect
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805 numbering of nodes of HC in which the nodes from R [ X precede the node b which

806 precedes the remaining nodes in C. Choose arbitrary perfect numberings for other

807 components of H and apply Lemma A.3 to get the respective Bayesian network G

808 which is equivalent to H. The fact paG(b) = P [ R [ X follows from the construction

809 of G. Let us show by contradiction that b 62 anG(a).

810 Indeed, otherwise there exists a descending path q: b = d1, . . .,dn = a, nP 2 in G.

811 It follows from the fact that H is the essential graph of the equivalence class
812 containing G that q is also a descending path in H. As mentioned in Remark 4.3 the

813 assumption b 62 AnH(a) implies that q cannot start by an arrow inH for which reason

814 it has to start by a line. Thus, d2 2 neH(b) and one can consider the node dl which is

815 the last node of q in neH(b). By the definition of reH(bja) one has dl 2 R = reH(bja).
816 Thus, dl 2 R � paG(b) implies that dl! b = d1 in G which contradicts the fact that G

817 is an acyclic directed graph. h

818 Now, the proof of Proposition 4.2 follows.

819 Proof. Recall that L is an equivalence class of Bayesian networks, (a,b) is an

820 ordered pair of its distinct nodes such that [a,b] is not an edge in L and

CþLða! bÞ ¼ fC; 9 L 2L such that b 62 anLðaÞ and C ¼ paLðbÞg:
823 This class is non-empty iff there exists L 2L such that b 62 anL(a). In the condition

824 (i) of Proposition 4.2 the existence of such L 2L is characterized in terms of the

825 essential graph L*, namely by two requirements: b 62 AnL*(a) and the set of relative

826 neighbours R � reL*(bja) is complete in L*.

827 (I) The first step is to show the necessity of these two requirements.

828 Indeed, if b 2 AnL*(a) then the respective directed path in L* is also a directed

829 path in every L 2L for which reason b 2 anL(a) for every L 2L and the class

830 CþLða! bÞ is empty. If b 62 AnL*(a) and R = reL*(bja) is not complete in L* then
831 choose c1, c2 2 R, c1 5 c2 such that [c1,c2] is not an edge in L*. Like in Remark 4.2

832 choose respective descending paths qi : c
i ¼ di1; . . . ; d

i
nðiÞ ¼ a, n(i) P 2, i = 1,2 in L*

833 which cannot be shorthened. The fact that L* is a chain graph, the definition of

834 reL*(bja) and the assumption b 62 AnL*(a) imply that there is no edge in L* between b

835 and fdi2; . . . ; dinðiÞg for which the path b � di0; d
i
1; . . . ; d

i
nðiÞ cannot be shorthened.

836 Now, consider arbitrary L 2L. If c1! b c2 in L then this is an immorality in L

837 which is not in L* which contradicts the fact that L and L* are equivalent—see

838 Section 2.3. Thus, b! ci in L for some i and we observe that qi is a directed path in L
839 (because otherwise an immorality composed of consecutive nodes of the path

840 b ¼ di0; d
i
1; . . . ; d

i
nðiÞ in L exists and this contradicts the fact that they are equivalent).

841 This observation implies b 2 anL(a). Therefore, there is no L 2L with b 62 anL(a) for

842 which reason the collection CþLða! bÞ is empty.

843 (II) The sufficiency of those two requirements from the condition in (i) of

844 Proposition 4.2 follows from Lemma A.4 applied to H = L* and X = ; which implies

845 that for P � paL*(b) one has P [ R 2 CþLða! bÞ.
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846 (III) To verify the condition (ii) of Proposition 4.2 one first needs to show

847 CþLða! bÞ � TUFTðP [ R j cliquesðL�M ÞÞ where the set M is defined by

848 M = {d 2 neL*(b)nR; d � c in L* for every c 2 R}.

849 For this purpose one has to verify the following claims for C 2 CþLða! bÞ.
850
851 (a) P [ R � C,

852 (b) X � Cn(P [ R) �M,
853 (c) X is complete in L*.

854
855 Thus, suppose that L 2L exists such that b 62 anL(a) and C = paL(b). It follows

856 from the definition of the essential graph that P = paL*(b) � paL(b) = C. Supposing

857 c 2 R = reL*(bja) consider a path q: c = d1 � . . . �1 dk! . . .! dn = a, n P 2,

858 1 6 k 6 n mentioned in Remark 4.2 which cannot be shorthened. If b! c in L

859 then q is a directed path in L (for the same reason as mentioned in Step I) which

860 contradicts the fact b 62 anL(a). Thus, necessarily b c in L which means
861 c 2 paL(b) = C. This concludes the proof of (a).

862 Now, put X = Cn(P [ R). Clearly, every element of X is a parent of b in L for

863 which reason it is adjacent to b in L*. If d 2 X then the definition of the essential

864 graph excludes b! d in L*. For this reason X � neL*(b) and, therefore,

865 R [ X � neL*(b). Observe by contradiction that R [ X is complete in L*. Indeed,

866 otherwise c1, c2 2 CnP, c1 5 c2 exists such that [c1,c2] is not an edge in L*, and,

867 therefore, in L. This implies that c1! b c2 is an immorality in L which is not in L*

868 which contradicts the assumption that they are equivalent. Thus, the fact
869 R [ X�neL*(b) is complete in L* implies both required conditions (c) and (b).

870 IV. The other inclusion TUFTðP [ R j cliquesðL�MÞÞ � CþLða! bÞ in the condition

871 (ii) of Proposition 4.2 follows easily from Lemma A.4 applied to H = L* and any

872 complete set X in L�M . h
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